
Natures way back to Soil Health.

SUPER ORGANIC 
STIMULATOR

For Vegetable Crops



WHY Super Organic Stimulator for my vegetable crops?

The soil is the life blood to any agicultural operation. All life on the farm begins from what we 
grow out of our soil. Our unique blend of microbes are designed to bring robust health back to 
your soil. Super Organic Stimulator® will help you optimize your valuable operation NOW and for 
generations to come.

WHAT will Super Organic Stimulator do for my vegetable crops?

Super Organic Stimulator (SOS®) will correct your soil biology from the harmful build up of 
herbicides and chemicals that destroy beneficial soil microbes, and inhibit root development in 
vegetable crops.

SOS® contains Super Vigorous Strains (SVS) of soil microbes with root enhancers of 
Mycorrhizal fungi. Our proprietary blend will clean up and repair your damaged soil. SOS® will 
release nitrogen, phosphates and trace elements bound up by herbicides and chemical residue 
in your soil.

Which crops can benefit from Super Organic Stimulator?
Tomatoes, peppers, cucurbits, crucifers, ornamentals, potatoes and all annual crops.

Tested. Proven. It Works.

Nature’s way back to
Soil Health 

will help to restore your soil back to it’s optimal condition. SOS® is uniquely designed to 
combat harmful soil pathogens and naturally bring your most valuable asset, your soil, back to 
working for you instead of against you.

The microbes contained in SOS® have been found to have the following effects on harmful soil 
pathogens:

SAR: (Systemic Acquired Resistance)
Just like taking a vaccine , the SAR effect allows the plant to attain and then maintain 
a natural immunity to pathogens.

ROC: (Reactive Orygen Compounds)
The microbes create millions of oxygen reactions in the soil. These reactions put downward 
pressure on the population of the harmful diseases in the soil.

Competitive exclusion:
The beneficial microbes are now added back to the soil and due to our Super Vigorous Strains 
have the ability to rebuild their robust populations. As this occurs they naturally crowd-out the 
harmful pathogens that have taken up shop in the soil.

WHAT´S GOING ON?
More than one  billion pounds 

of pesticides are used  in the US 
each year, an amount that has 
increased 200 fold since 1955. 
In addition many billion pounds 

of fertilizers and herbicides 
are also applied to  our soil. 

And now, fungicides are being 
applied at an accelerated rate 

across all agricultural Iand in the 
United States.

The soil is sick,  it has lost it’s 
rich diversity of biology. Tillage, 
weather extremes , and all the 

aforementioned  products have 
had tremendous downward 
pressure on the microbial 

population of the soil.
SOS® will add a robust 

population of super vigorous 

strains of microbes to your 
soil.This will get your operation 

back on track to greater 
soil health.

Our proprietary blend of 
naturally occurring bacteria 

Faster germination and plant growth at seeding 
Healthier plants
Plants are more drought and stress resistant
Helps balance soil pH
Improves soil nutrient plant availability
Restores healthy soil biology
All natural, chemical free
Easy application

THE ADVANTAGES 
of Super Organic Stimulator.
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